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powerdvd ultra also includes cyberlinks smartcam feature, which comes in to play when youre playing a blu-ray disc. cyberlinks proprietary technology for capturing live video, available only in powerdvd ultra. cyberlink also includes options for removing frames from captured video, while you can also
access previously captured frames for editing. finally, cyberlink powerdvd ultra has integrated cyberlinks recording technology. its a feature that powers cyberlinks new vr games. we will talk about the cyberlinks built-in facebook and twitter sharing feature in more detail in the social media section of this
review. for now, we will focus on the social networking. to enable cyberlinks social networking features, you must visit the company website using your powerdvd account. for this review, we logged into our powerdvd account and then clicked on the facebook tab. when you do, youll be prompted to grant
cyberlinks access to your facebook account. everything about the interface is typical of a social application. users can create profiles, add friends and share information with them. you can also check in and invite people to an event. if youre concerned about people watching your facebook interactions,

you can use application settings to limit who can see your posts, like and comment. the dvd menu system is a simple, intuitive affair that works as well as any other player. its not that the menus themselves are particularly easy to navigate, but the fact that theyre even necessary is a testament to
powerdvds universality. to be fair, if you prefer the overly engineered interfaces that some other players offer, powerdvds menus are better because theyre elegant, keeping in line with cyberlinks much-lauded design aesthetics.
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youll also need to make sure youre backing up your discs to the proper medium. i use a safe media to store my backups to. first, you need to be sure youre backing up the actual disc, as well as the relevant information files. you should backup the disc to
a similar media that can read the backup and undo it (or burn the backup to another disc). its a lot more convenient to use the regular file backup process than the disc backup process. there are programs that can do this, as well as configure it for you,
just search on the phrase disk to disc backup. you should also make backups of the information files. to do this, make a disc backup, then burn the backup to another disc (at the same time of course). be sure to burn the backup to a disc thatll let you

undo it, as well as preserve your backups. you should also use a disc thatll enable you to playback blu-ray discs and other discs that arent perfectly up to date, like virtual machine discs or such. now thats out of the way, you can turn on ultra hd blu-ray
playback from any disc you own or have. youll have to do some tinkering with the build of the software to use an ultra blu-ray disc, but that process is actually pretty easy. (and youll only need to do this once, as there are no more steps, ever). theres

three parameters youll need to change for the process to go through smoothly. first, youll have to select the type of discs (bd, bdxl, or whatever). second, youll have to select which drive youre using. youll need to be sure to use a drive that supports the
corresponding bdxl technology, or youll be stuck with a vob and other achilles thongs. 5ec8ef588b
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